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By Garnett Elliott

BEAT to a PULP. Paperback. Condition: New. 106 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.2in. x 0.3in.Jack
Laramie, grandson of the legendary U. S. Marshal Cash Laramie, is a tough-as-nails WWII vet
roaming the modern West. He lives out of a horse trailer hitched to the back of a DeSoto, searching
out P. I. gigs to keep him afloat. With his car limping along, Jack barely makes it to the sleepy town
of Clyde, Texas, where he stops at a garage. While waiting for repairs, he accepts a job from the
sheriff, pulling surveillance on a local oilman allegedly running liquor to Indian reservations in
Oklahoma. When Jack runs afoul of several locals and becomes dangerously close to the oilmans
hot-to-trot wife, he wonders if the money is worth his life. Garnett Elliott writes in the best
hardboiled tradition of the masters and turns out a tour-de-force novelette, with the bonus boxing
short story, Fighting Chance. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from
Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

This book might be worth a read, and far better than other. It is rally interesting throgh studying time period. I discovered this book from my i and dad
suggested this ebook to find out.
-- Isobel B a iley-- Isobel B a iley

Certainly, this is the greatest work by any author. It can be writter in easy words and phrases rather than confusing. I am just happy to let you know that
this is actually the greatest ebook we have study inside my individual daily life and may be he greatest ebook for at any time.
-- Tr ent Mona ha n-- Tr ent Mona ha n
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